How do memories persist stably over time when the spatial maps upon which they are constructed are unstable? New insights resolve this paradox by finding coherent structure in the instability of spatial maps arising from dynamic switches in reference frames.
We expect the memory of a familiar place, like the location of our morning coffee shop, to be anchored to a stable cognitive spatial map. Yet researchers have observed that hippocampal place fields, the neural substrate of cognitive spatial maps, are highly unstable when mice freely navigate a familiar environment without performing a goal-oriented task. Why are place fields unstable in familiar places? In pursuit of an intuitive solution to this problem, consider your morning coffee run. Your favorite coffee spot is embedded at the center of your rectangular office complex. On a relaxed day, as you navigate from parking lot to lobby, you encounter that painting that always makes you smile, prompting you that the next right gets you to the coffee spot. On a different day, the painting may not even enter your consciousness, and you simply anticipate the geometry of the hallway to get you to your dark roast. The two scenarios imply that you use at least two reference frames to navigate this familiar place (one landmark and the other geometric based). Does the use of these different reference frames imply that the cognitive map representing this location is unstable? A new study by Kinsky et al. [1] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, gives an answer to this fundamental question by demonstrating that, when animals navigate in familiar contexts, the hippocampal spatial map is not unstable but instead displays coherent rotations that persist over time.
The discovery of hippocampal place cells, which fire in specific locations as an animal moves through an environment, was pivotal in launching a conceptual framework for researchers to postulate that the ensemble activity of place cells generates a cognitive map that allows animals to orient in space [2] . Studies supporting the dual involvement of the hippocampus in spatial and mnemonic processing suggested that the hippocampal cognitive map served as a substrate for episodic events [3] . The coincidence of spatial and mnemonic systems in the hippocampus gave rise to the corollary assumption that spatial maps must be stable over time, reflecting the stability of long-term memories.
The assumption of spatial map stability was largely supported by early work demonstrating that hippocampal spatial representations were indeed stable when rats were re-tested under constant environmental conditions [4] . But place cell activity was not rigid, and could change in response to alterations in environmental cues by shifting the cells' preferred firing location [5] , a phenomenon known as remapping. The ability of place cells to be reliable in constant scenarios and change in response to novel situations provided an alluring model for memory processing by explaining the long-lasting nature of remembered events while providing a cellular mechanism for encoding new information.
A cardinal failure of this model was highlighted in a solid line of research demonstrating that hippocampal representations were unstable when mice explored a familiar environment in the absence of task contingencies [6, 7] . Critically, this long-term instability reverted to a stable spatial representation when animals attended to a goal-oriented spatial task [6, 8, 9] , indicating that representations of relevant contexts were reliable and long lasting. These papers established a foundational role for attention as a modulatory factor on cognitive spatial maps.
Yet reconciling the aforementioned findings with the observed lack of longterm stability in familiar environments remained a conundrum. The assumption that map instability results from lack of attention to environmental cues conflicts with the fact that spatial locations in familiar contexts can be encoded and remembered through repeated exposure. For example, a pedestrian can learn the location of a mailbox by repeatedly passing it, even though she may have never actually posted a letter in it. Therefore, if place fields are unstable in well-known environments in the absence of task contingencies, how are these contexts encoded in the long-term to become familiar? Kinsky et al. [1] investigated the possibility that the observed instability is not a random remapping, but instead reflects a switch between reference frames available during navigation. By sampling in vivo calcium signals using miniscopes, the authors showed that hippocampal cells displayed coherent rotations that persisted over several days in the environments where animals were tested [1] .
Many external cues, such as the landmarks within an environment and the geometry of the surroundings, are available during navigation. In most oriented animals, landmarks exert strong control of place cell activity [10, 11] . In disoriented animals, however, the hippocampal map aligns to the shape of the environment, which correlates with the use of geometry during reorientation [12] .
Kinsky et al. [1] further hypothesized that, during free exploration, when animals were not focusing attention to a particular goal location, switches between geometric and non-geometric reference frames produced remapping. Recording calcium events from hundreds of hippocampal cells in area CA1, the authors elegantly demonstrated that coherent population rotations did not always correlate with arena rotations, indicating that during these trials the animals did not attend the cues in the environment. In these instances of incongruence, the coherent rotations aligned to the geometry of the environments. But this effect was only observed when animals were tested in arenas with salient geometry, such as a square. These findings are important because they demonstrate that the cognitive map is stable in the long term and the apparent instability observed under no-task contingencies reflects switches between the reference frames used for navigation.
The use of different reference frames allows animals to dynamically control neuronal activity in response to external and internal cues [12, 13] , their reliability [14] , and/or task contingencies [15] . These characteristics allow the hippocampus to represent environments flexibly through the activity of distinct neuronal ensembles. In agreement with this idea, it has been shown that the variability in firing rate when an animal passes through a firing field, a phenomenon known as overdispersion, results from attentional switches to different task-relevant cues [16] .
An interesting aspect of the results reported by Kinsky et al. [1] is that roughly half of the population shifted in a coherent manner between sessions, with the remaining half displaying random remapping. It will be interesting to determine if the unstable population displays more overdispersion than the coherent one. It is possible that the combined shifts in coherent ensemble rotations and individual rate variability provide a complete and accurate representation of a given environment. The former may serve to align active cells to the main reference frame that the animal is using to orient in a context, while the latter may shift attention to cues that become significant at a particular time.
Although, at present, calcium imaging techniques do not have the temporal resolution to precisely capture subtle changes in firing rate, they do provide a rough measure of calcium event rates, which allows estimations of large population network dynamics. It would be interesting to combine calcium imagining and optogenetic techniques to alter network activity at specific times. This would permit researchers to test whether altering the activity of neuronal ensembles can change subsequent calcium event rates and/or the reference frames that animals use during goal-oriented navigational tasks.
The results reported by Kinsky et al. [1] provide important answers regarding the stability of the hippocampal map; however, a few questions remain to be solved. First, it will be important to determine the conditions under which place fields are truly unstable. For example, patients suffering topographic disorientation exhibit an inability to reorient in familiar environments, such as their own home. Do these patients exhibit completely unstable maps? Or do their maps switch reference frames at a much higher rate than in normal navigators? Second, it was recently shown that place cells that express c-Fos, an activitydependent early gene associated with the formation of spatial memory [17] , display robust remapping when reintroduced to a familiar context, whereas cells that do not express c-Fos are stable [18] . Does the remapping of c-Fos positive place cells follow coherent rotations as those described by Kinsky et al. [1] ? What makes some subpopulations of cells remain locked to a particular reference frame and display stability over time? Uncovering the nature of remapping and the variables that lead to place cell stability will provide important clues regarding the principles that underlie navigation and episodic memories.
